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Paragraph 2, line 1, should read "The question we are discussing to-day ......".

Paragraph 2, line 5, for "advantages" substitute "right".

Paragraph 2, line 6, omit the words "who wanted".

Paragraph 3, line 6, after "restrictive measures" insert "on agricultural products." The remainder of the sentence to be struck out.

Page 5

Lines 4 and 5, for "either on the London draft or on the subsequent amendment" substitute "either in respect of the London draft or of the subsequent amendment."

Page 7

Lines 3 and 4. Replace "... against the competition of under-developed countries which are not at all protected...." by "... whereas under-developed countries are not protected at all ...."

Line 6. Insert "in fact" between "can" and "only".

Paragraph 2, line 3. After "these", add "measures of protection granted to developed countries ..."

Page 8

Paragraph 2, lines 1 and 2. The words "that even from a psychological standpoint" to be omitted.